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Reporter Pressured to Name Source Who Revealed
U.S. Scheme to Provide Iran with a “Faulty
Blueprint” to Build Nuclear Weapon
Possibly the Biggest Unknown Known Risks Exposure
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A petition to the President and the Attorney General  has just  been posted by several
organizations,  including  one  I  work  for,  asking  that  the  Department  of  Justice  stop
threatening New York Times  reporter James Risen with prison if  he refuses to reveal a
confidential source.

This story, among other stunning features, I think, threatens to expose an unknown known
of  the  highest  magnitude  —  by  which  I  mean,  not  something  lying  outside  Donald
Rumsfeld’s imagination, but something that everyone paying attention has known all about
for years but which would explode the brains of most consumers of corporate media if they
ever heard about it.

Here’s a great summary of the matter at the Progressive.   The focus there and in the
petition is on the threat to freedom of the press.  But read this offhand bit of the explanation
carefully:

“The information concerns a source for a chapter in Risen’s terrific 2006 book,
‘State of War: The Secret History of the CIA and the Bush Administration.’ That
chapter dealt with a scheme to give the Iranians faulty blueprints for a nuclear
weapon.”

Not only is the Justice Department (universally understood to take its orders from the White
House) trying to pressure a reporter to reveal a source, but it’s trying to pressure a reporter
to reveal a source who told him that the United States gave Iran plans for building a nuclear
bomb.

Imagine if the general public had a clue that this had happened!

Rather than reporter, I should probably be saying author.  And I should stop attaching the
insulting  modifier  “New  York  Times”  in  front  of  “reporter”.   Because  this  was  a  story
published in a book.  The same book included several interesting stories that I don’t think
ever made it into major media outlets.

One exception was a story about NSA mass-surveillance.  The New York Times had sat on
that story for over a year and explained that failure as a desire not to inform the public of
what its government was up to prior to an election (the 2004 election).  When the book
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came out, the New York Times finally reported the story.  But if the  Times or other outlets
have informed the public that the CIA gave Iran nuke plans, I’ve missed it.  This shocker
certainly has not been extensively covered.

The genius plan was to give Iran nuclear bomb plans with some little portion altered. But
reportedly it was quite clear to scientists — yes, even in Iran they have scientists — which
bit had been altered.

The result  was not the development of  an Iranian nuclear bomb program.  As Gareth
Porter’s new book documents in detail, Iran has never had a nuclear bomb program, and
we’ve simply been lied to about that fact for 35 years.

But, here’s the point: if  your Uncle Homer knew the sort of moron stunts the CIA was
engaged in with a nation marketed for 35 years as a force of evil, the result would out-do by
far the outrage heard last summer when Obama and Kerry proposed joining a war in Syria
on the side of al Qaeda (which everyone had been told was Evil Inc. up to that moment).

Don’t Obama and Holder risk bringing more attention to this lunacy by prosecuting James
Risen? Can they really trust the Press Corpse (sic) to bury the substance of the story?

More to the point: Will  we let them? Please sign the petition to the President and the
Attorney General.
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